SIRUI Introduces Exciting New Products
and Promotions During WPPI
SIRUI has just introduced a brand new series of patented, innovative Multifunction Photo/video monopods with Support Feet and, for the first time, two
new tripod series with Flip Leg Locks!
To celebrate these introductions, Argraph is offering - for a limited time – a
lower Dealer Net and MAP Buy-in Offer just in time for the WPPI show.
See below and inside for full details!
SIRUI P-S Series Multi-function Photo/Video Monopods
THE biggest hit at PhotoPlus NYC, PMA@CES, and Imaging USA! Way more
than just a monopod, the SIRUI P-S Series Multi-function Photo/video
Monopods provide unique and patented features:
- Three full-sized, rugged Support Feet for increased stability
- Swivel 20° in any direction (with adjustable friction control) or lock vertically
upright!
- Patented 360° Panning Grip – only the top portion of the shaft turns!
- Removable Support Feet that easily convert into a low angle/table-top tripod!
- Converts to a monopod while maintaining the 360° Panning function!
SIRUI’s New Flip Leg Locks Raise the Standards of Leg Lock Design
SIRUI has never offered a flip lock tripod until now! SIRUI’s engineers have
designed the finest Flip Leg Lock system available today! It incorporates strong,
rugged magnesium locking collars that will not slip and a lever mechanism that
can stand up to the hard use serious photographers put them through. Now
photographers who want flip leg locks can have the best!
SIRUI ET Series Tripod Kits (Flip Lock)
Ideal for photographers on a budget, who are not willing to compromise on
quality or performance! Built to SIRUI’s high standards, this is the first SIRUI kit
with Flip Leg Locks. The kit includes a high quality Ball Head (with Arcacompatible QR plate) and custom padded case – offering an impressive tripod
package at an unbeatable price!
SIRUI EN Series Tripod w/Monopod Leg (Flip Lock)
Taking all of the world-class features of the SIRUI N-X Series tripods, the EN
comes with SIRUI’s newly designed Flip Leg Locks for maximum strength and
fast set-up/handling. This full-sized tripod folds 180° to become very compact
when stored and has a split center column for added versatility.
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